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INTRODUCTION

The development and widespread use of antimicrobial agents has been among the most important public health interventions in the last century (3). The effect of these agents, along with improved sanitation and the broad application of vaccination (in those countries where these are available), has been a substantial reduction in infectious mortality (4). Antimicrobials are not a human invention per se, having been present (albeit invisible to humans) in the environment for millennia. Humans have co-opted the molecules that fungi, soil actinomycetes, and other microorganisms use to secure their ecologic niche in a world teeming with competitors (37, 39).

Soon after the widespread use of natural antimicrobial products in medicine, human pathogens expressing resistance to these agents were isolated. Genes encoding resistance had likely been present for thousands of years, either as countermeasures to the effects of antimicrobials or for as-yet undetermined functions, and incorporation of these genes by human commensal and pathogenic flora rapidly followed (38, 73).

What has been remarkable has been microorganisms’ ability to rapidly develop resistance to antimicrobials that have been modified to evade the original mechanisms of resistance, as well as to those novel synthetic agents that had never been present in the environment previously. This is a testament to the impressive reproductive rate of most microorganisms, the tremendous selective pressure that antimicrobial agents apply to these populations, and the huge number of unculturable organisms in the environment that may be serving as reservoirs of antimicrobial resistance genes.

The mass production of antimicrobials gave humanity a temporary advantage in the struggle with microorganisms; however, if the current rate of increase in resistance to antimicrobial agents continues, it is possible we may enter into what some have termed the postantibiotic era (152). The introduction of new agents that evade resistance mechanisms has allowed medicine to stay one step ahead of resistance. However, the pace of antimicrobial drug development has markedly slowed in the last 20 years; United States Food and Drug Administration approval of new antibacterial agents decreased 56% from 1983 to 2002 (147).

Cooperative efforts between industry, academia, and government to revive the pipeline of antimicrobial drugs have been proposed (127). However, given the lag time between discovery of molecules active in vitro and the introduction of drugs into clinical use, we face a decade or longer during which
introduction of novel antimicrobial agents is expected to be minimal. Even when new agents are introduced into clinical practice, resistance to these drugs will certainly appear. For example, despite encountering virtually no cases of resistance in clinical trials with the novel antimicrobial daptomycin, case reports of resistance to this agent are beginning to appear shortly after its introduction into limited clinical use (101). Thus, to ensure that options exist for treating infections, it is imperative to make the best use of the antimicrobials that are currently available.

Antimicrobial stewardship programs have been pursuing this goal for decades. These programs focus on ensuring the proper use of antimicrobials to provide the best patient outcomes, lessen the risk of adverse effects, promote cost-effectiveness, and reduce or stabilize levels of resistance. Until recently, their focus has been on the first three goals (patient outcome, toxicity, and cost). It is likely that in the decade to come, the latter objective of mitigating antimicrobial resistance will be paramount. In this review we will address the rationale, structure, analysis, and outcomes of antimicrobial stewardship programs with a special interest in their impact on antimicrobial resistance.

ASSOCIATION BETWEEN ANTIMICROBIAL USE AND RESISTANCE

To optimally manage antimicrobial use to attenuate antimicrobial resistance, it is necessary to have a precise understanding of the relationship between antimicrobial use and resistance. The spectrum of requisite knowledge stretches from the in vitro interactions between antimicrobial molecules and their microbial targets, to the individual risks associated with administering an antimicrobial to a given patient, to the ecologic level where the aggregate effects of antimicrobial use are studied using hospitalwide or nationwide data. The nature of these drug-organism relationships is likely to be highly variable depending on the particular drug-bug combination of interest, although some common themes may emerge (139). Despite thousands of scientific investigations on the subject, we are only beginning to understand many of these complex relationships, especially at an ecologic level (70, 112).

Antimicrobial management programs based on an incomplete understanding of the relationship between antimicrobial use and resistance may be fruitless, or at worst even counterproductive. After the rapid rise in vancomycin-resistant enterococci occurred in the United States during the mid-1990s, recommendations to restrict intravenous vancomycin use were strongly advocated (29). These recommendations were based on biological plausibility as well as early studies implicating vancomycin use as a risk factor for development of vancomycin-resistant enterococcal infections (10, 18, 88, 132). Many antimicrobial management interventions were developed with a primary focus being the restriction and monitoring of vancomycin use (51). However, subsequent investigations identified a much lower risk of vancomycin-resistant enterococci associated with intravenous vancomycin use, and when the most rigorous criteria were applied, did not implicate vancomycin at all (69). Instead, agents such as broad-spectrum cephalosporins and clindamycin appeared to increase the risk for isolation of vancomycin-resistant enterococci, with different agents having different effects on acquisition, amplification, or transmission.

Subsequent studies in animal models have suggested mechanisms for the observed increase in risk of vancomycin-resistant enterococci with cephalosporin administration, as well as for possible protective effects with agents such as piperacillin-tazobactam (135). Thus, although vancomycin use (especially of the oral formulation) likely contributed to the emergence of vancomycin-resistant enterococci, other agents may be more important in perpetuating vancomycin-resistant enterococci. The importance of these agents was not obvious before studies were performed. Interventions aimed at modulating use of these drugs, as well as vancomycin, have been successful at reducing the rate of vancomycin-resistant enterococci (68, 103, 129). Similarly, a number of studies have associated fluoroquinolone use with isolation of methicillin-resistant Staphylococcus aureus (41, 63). The magnitude of the association appears to exceed what would be expected through simple selection pressure (most methicillin-resistant S. aureus are also fluoroquinolone resistant), since other agents that lack activity versus methicillin-resistant S. aureus do not show the same degree of association (158). In vitro studies have subsequently suggested that fluoroquinolones may have unique effects on expression of adherence determinants and resistance factors in staphylococci (14, 155). It remains to be seen whether control of fluoroquinolone use will aid in reducing the growth of methicillin-resistant S. aureus in health care institutions.

These examples of antimicrobial use-resistance relationships illustrate the need for continuing studies of the association between antimicrobial use and resistance to inform effective antimicrobial stewardship programs. It should also be emphasized that adherence to sound methodological principles is paramount in performing such studies. For example, a meta-analysis of investigations that examined risk factors for vancomycin-resistant enterococci found that different risk factors were reported according to whether the studies followed good epidemiologic standards or not (69). Recent reviews have highlighted the importance of proper study design, control group selection, and adjustment for confounding factors (72). Many studies that are commonly cited in the antimicrobial resistance literature did not meet these criteria. Thus, as we enter a period when antimicrobial stewardship becomes critically important, the availability of methodologically sound studies to guide the management of antimicrobial agents is a priority.

DEFINITION AND PREVALENCE OF ANTIMICROBIAL STEWARDSHIP

The terms used to refer to antimicrobial stewardships programs may vary considerably: antibiotic policies, antibiotic management programs, antibiotic control programs, and other terms may be used more or less interchangeably. These terms generally refer to an overarching program to change and direct antimicrobial use at a health care institution, which may employ any of a number of individual strategies (Table 1). The variety of activities that can be considered antimicrobial stewardship under the broadest definition are large. Substitution among antimicrobials in the same class for cost-saving purposes, intravenous-to-oral switching programs for highly bioavailable drugs, and pharmacokinetic consultation services
may all impact on antimicrobial use. However, these measures are less likely to have an impact on overall antimicrobial use or antimicrobial resistance, and we will not consider them here except as part of more comprehensive programs.

During an outbreak of infections due to antimicrobial-resistant organisms, temporary restrictions on antimicrobial use may be applied along with enhanced infection control measures to terminate the outbreak. In general, unless these interventions are part of an ongoing program to optimize antimicrobial use, we will not focus on these temporary interventions. Thus, we will define an antimicrobial stewardship program as an ongoing effort by a health care institution to optimize antimicrobial use among hospitalized patients in order to improve patient outcomes, ensure cost-effective therapy, and reduce adverse sequelae of antimicrobial use (including antimicrobial resistance). In reality, many early programs were designed to control rising acquisition cost of antimicrobial drugs. Reduction in total or targeted antimicrobial use, increase in appropriate drug use, improvement in susceptibility profiles of hospital pathogens, and improvement in clinical markers (such as reduced length of stay) are now being increasingly targeted as outcomes by antimicrobial stewardship programs.

Several surveys have attempted to determine what proportion of health care institutions have implemented antimicrobial stewardship programs. Rifenburg et al. surveyed 88 United States hospitals and found that two-thirds had an antimicrobial formulary (137). Twenty-eight percent of hospitals required prior approval of an infectious diseases clinician before dispensing certain antimicrobials, while in 21% approval by a clinical pharmacist was required. Larger hospitals tended to be more likely to have antimicrobial restriction programs. Of 502 physician members of the Infectious Diseases Society of America's Emerging Infections Network responding to a survey, 50% reported that their hospital of practice had an antimicrobial restriction program in place, with teaching hospitals significantly more likely to have such a program than nonteaching hospitals (60% versus 17%) (150). A survey of 47 hospitals in the United States hospitals and found that two-thirds had an antimicrobial stewardship program. Additionally, several states have required hospitals to have an antimicrobial restriction program in place, with teaching hospitals significantly more likely to have such a program than nonteaching hospitals. Thus, teaching hospitals appear more likely to apply stringent antimicrobial control policies than nonteaching hospitals. This may be because of a higher perceived need for antimicrobial control, greater availability of resources and staff to administer the

### TABLE 1. Summary of antimicrobial stewardship strategies

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Strategy</th>
<th>Procedure</th>
<th>Personnel</th>
<th>Advantages</th>
<th>Disadvantages</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Education/guidelines</td>
<td>Creation of guidelines for antimicrobial use Group or individual education of clinicians by educators</td>
<td>Antimicrobial committee to create guidelines Educators (physicians, pharmacists)</td>
<td>May alter behavior patterns Avoids loss of autonomy</td>
<td>Passive education likely ineffective</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Formulary/restription</td>
<td>Restrict dispensing of targeted antimicrobials to approved indications</td>
<td>Antimicrobial committee to create guidelines Approval personnel (physician, infectious diseases fellow, clinical pharmacist)</td>
<td>Most direct control over antimicrobial use Individual educational opportunities</td>
<td>Perceived loss of autonomy for prescribers Need for all-hours consultant availability</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Review and feedback</td>
<td>Daily review of targeted antimicrobials for appropriateness Contact prescribers with recommendations for alternative therapy</td>
<td>Antimicrobial committee to create guidelines Review personnel (usually clinical pharmacist)</td>
<td>Avoids loss of autonomy for prescribers Individual educational opportunities</td>
<td>Compliance with recommendations voluntary</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Computer assistance</td>
<td>Use of information technology to implement previous strategies Expert systems provide patient-specific recommendations at point of care (order entry)</td>
<td>Antimicrobial committee to create rules for computer systems Personnel for approval or review (physicians, pharmacists) Computer programmers</td>
<td>Provides patient-specific data where most likely to impact (point of care) Facilitates other strategies</td>
<td>Significant time and resource investment to implement sophisticated systems</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Antimicrobial cycling</td>
<td>Scheduled rotation of antimicrobials used in hospital or unit (e.g., intensive care unit)</td>
<td>Antimicrobial committee to create cycling protocol Personnel to oversee adherence (pharmacist, physicians)</td>
<td>May reduce resistance by changing selective pressure</td>
<td>Difficult to ensure adherence to cycling protocol Theoretical concerns about effectiveness</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

---

**Note:** The table above summarizes various antimicrobial stewardship strategies, including their procedures, personnel, advantages, and disadvantages. Each strategy is designed to optimize antimicrobial use and reduce antibiotic resistance, with varying approaches and outcomes.
programs, or a lesser need to accommodate physician autonomy in teaching compared to nonteaching hospitals.

**ROLES OF INDIVIDUALS IN ANTIMICROBIAL STEWARDSHIP PROGRAMS**

**Infectious Diseases Physicians**

Essential to a successful antimicrobial stewardship program is the presence of at least one infectious diseases-trained physician who dedicates a portion of their time to the design, implementation, and function of the program. Supervision by an infectious diseases physician is necessary to ensure that therapeutic guidelines, antimicrobial restriction policies, or other measures are based on the best evidence and practice and will not put patients at risk. Having the program led by an infectious diseases specialist may also lend the program legitimacy among physicians practicing at the hospital, and reduce the chance of the program simply being seen as a pharmacy-driven cost-savings scheme.

Although most (89%) infectious diseases physicians surveyed by Sunenshine et al. agreed that infectious diseases consultants should be involved in the approval process for restricted antimicrobial agents, there are significant barriers to this practice (150). First, the time involved in directly administering an intensive stewardship program (such as one requiring authorization for restricted antimicrobials) at a medium- or large-sized hospital may leave little time for clinical consultations, research, or teaching. Thus, responsibility for the daily activities of such a program would either have to be shared among physicians or delegated to other personnel such as infectious diseases fellows in training or hospital or clinical pharmacists.

Smaller, nonteaching hospitals without these personnel may not feel they can support such a program. However, LaRocca reported that in their 120-bed, nonteaching, community hospital, an antibiotic support team led by an infectious diseases specialist and a clinical pharmacist performing antimicrobial review 3 days per week was able to demonstrate a $177,000 reduction in antimicrobial costs in a year (87). This program required 8 to 12 h per week of the infectious diseases specialist’s time; assuming that the clinical pharmacist’s contribution to the program was also part-time, significant cost savings to the hospital likely would have been realized over and above personnel costs. Thus, infectious diseases physicians may be able to create opportunities for antimicrobial stewardship activities in smaller hospitals as well.

Even in larger hospitals, reimbursement of infectious diseases physicians performing antimicrobial stewardship activities may be poor, representing another barrier. Only 18% of infectious diseases physicians working in hospitals with restriction programs reported that the hospital directly reimbursed physicians for their participation (150). This may represent a lost opportunity for hospitals, since cost savings from most published antimicrobial stewardship programs are significant and would likely exceed any partial salary offsets for a physician’s time, especially when other personnel are available to perform the day-to-day functions of the program (80).

Another concern in implementing antimicrobial stewardship programs, especially those using restrictive strategies, has been the risk of antagonizing physician colleagues that infectious diseases specialists rely on for consultations. In Sunenshine’s survey, 45% of infectious diseases physicians believed that participation in stewardship programs would possibly lead to a loss of requests for consultation (150). This belief was more frequent among physicians practicing in nonteaching (57%) than teaching (42%) hospitals. It is not clear whether this concern is valid based on existing antimicrobial restriction programs, as none have specifically measured consultation volume. Early involvement of physician leaders in other specialties during the development of antimicrobial stewardship programs may aid in obtaining physician buy-in. Identification of control of antimicrobial resistance as a key goal by hospital administration (see below) is also important in supporting the efforts of antimicrobial stewardship teams.

**Clinical and Hospital Pharmacists**

The origin of many antimicrobial stewardship programs as cost-saving measures initiated by the pharmacy department has put pharmacists at the forefront of many antimicrobial stewardship programs. Pharmacists often act as the effector arms for antimicrobial stewardship programs (149). They are well positioned for this effort because of their role in processing medication orders and their familiarity with the hospital formulary. Different hospital-based pharmacists may play different roles in antimicrobial stewardship programs. Pharmacists whose primary role is in processing medication orders and dispensing drugs in the hospital may note when restricted antimicrobials are ordered and notify the prescriber that authorization is required. They may also flag orders for review by infectious diseases specialists, in addition to their usual role in assuring proper dosing and safety. However, the broad responsibilities of these pharmacists generally do not allow adequate time for a comprehensive review of antimicrobial therapy. In addition, these pharmacists may not have adequate training in infectious diseases to feel comfortable providing recommendations for complex cases. Thus, having a clinical pharmacist with specialized training in infectious diseases dedicated full- or part-time to the administration of the antimicrobial stewardship program is increasingly common.

Formal training programs in infectious diseases for clinical pharmacists are expanding and becoming increasingly standardized. In the United States, training typically involves at least two years of postgraduate work (residency and/or fellowship), with at least one year concentrating on infectious diseases pharmacotherapy. Pharmacists with such training gain expertise in microbiology, pharmacokinetics and pharmacodynamics of antimicrobials, pharmacotherapy of infections, and antimicrobial management. When involved in antimicrobial stewardship programs, clinical pharmacist specialists in infectious diseases share responsibility for a number of activities. These include development of guidelines for antimicrobial use, education of physicians and other health care professionals, review of hospital antimicrobial orders with feedback to providers, administration of restrictive strategies, pharmacokinetic consultation, and research on program outcomes (81).

In 1997, the Infectious Diseases Society of America issued a position statement expressing concern over the provision of therapeutic recommendations by hospital pharmacists (77).
Certainly no pharmacist, regardless of their level of training, is qualified to practice medicine, and decisions concerning interpretation of radiographic, physical examination, and other diagnostic findings should be referred to infectious diseases physicians. However, properly trained clinical pharmacists acting in concert with their physician colleagues can make substantial impact on patient care in a variety of practice areas, including infectious diseases (27, 54, 91).

Gross et al. implemented an antimicrobial stewardship program at their teaching hospital, wherein physicians desiring to use restricted antimicrobials were required to receive approval by paging a dedicated beeper (66). A clinical pharmacist with training in infectious diseases, supported as needed by a senior infectious diseases physician, staffed the beeper on weekdays, while the infectious diseases physician fellows in training carried the beeper on nights and weekends. The study compared appropriateness of therapy as well as clinical outcomes resulting from recommendations made by the pharmacist or the fellows. A significantly greater percentage of recommendations made by the pharmacist (76%) were judged appropriate by blinded physician review than those made by the fellows (44%). Furthermore, patients whose physicians received recommendations from the pharmacist were significantly more likely to achieve clinical or microbiological cure (49%) than those who received recommendations from the infectious diseases fellows (35%). Because of the need for midlevel practitioners to enforce antimicrobial stewardship policies, the next decades will likely see clinical pharmacists as increasingly important partners to infectious diseases physicians in implementation of antimicrobial stewardship programs (159).

Clinical Microbiologists

The clinical microbiology laboratory is a key component in the function of antimicrobial stewardship programs. Summary data on antimicrobial resistance rates allow the antimicrobial stewardship team to determine the current burden of antimicrobial resistance in the hospital, facilitating decisions as to which antimicrobials to target for restriction or review. Ideally, resistance data should be able to be sliced in multiple ways to answer more sophisticated questions as to the nature of resistance in the institution. For example, if the laboratory processes samples from outpatient clinics, exclusion of these isolates will give a better sense of the true state of resistance within the hospital. Preparation of antibiograms specific to certain patient care areas, especially intensive care units, may allow identification of local problems and focused antimicrobial stewardship and infection control efforts (148). Also, having resistance data available on a monthly or quarterly basis allows closer tracking of trends and facilitates well-designed studies of interventions (see Study Design, below).

Dissemination of antibiograms to clinicians may allow better selection of empirical therapy based on local susceptibility patterns. However, clinicians must be wary of overinterpreting results from antibiograms when the absolute number of isolates is very small. This may be especially problematic for rare organisms or when susceptibilities are reported for a specific unit (e.g., a single intensive care unit) or over a short time period (e.g., monthly). The Clinical Laboratory Standards Institute (formerly the National Committee for Clinical Laboratory Standards) has published a guidance document (M39-A) for the proper construction and reporting of antibiograms (116). Antibiograms may be distributed as printed cards, as part of institutional handbooks on antimicrobial therapy, or on the institutional intranet.

Timely and accurate reporting of microbiology susceptibility test results allows selection of more appropriate and focused therapy, and may help reduce broad-spectrum antimicrobial use (22, 153). The microbiology laboratory can also encourage focused antimicrobial selection by cascade reporting of susceptibility results: depending on the organism’s susceptibility, only certain (usually narrower-spectrum) antimicrobials are reported. Hidden susceptibility results should be made available upon request in cases where toxicity, allergy, confictions, or other considerations make first-line therapy suboptimal.

A number of challenges face clinical microbiologists today, including a surge in new biotechnology-based tests, increasing centralization of laboratory services, and an increasing shortage of skilled workers. Because of the importance of the clinical microbiology laboratory to implementation of antimicrobial stewardship, funding for antimicrobial stewardship programs should include compensation for the microbiology laboratory’s contributions to the program. At the same time, the antimicrobial stewardship program’s educational initiatives should incorporate recommendations for proper culturing and submission of tests, which may improve the use of laboratory resources and result in cost savings to the lab (9, 31).

Infection Control Staff and Hospital Epidemiologists

The problem of spread of antimicrobial-resistant organisms within hospitals has long been a concern of infection control professionals. While some resistant organisms have primarily been thought to be infection control problems and others antibiotic-use problems, an absolute distinction is artificial and both transmission and selection play important roles in the spread of antimicrobial resistance (133, 139). For instance, the proper method of control of methicillin-resistant Staphylococcus aureus in hospitals is a contentious issue within the infection control community, with conflicting data as to the effectiveness of stringent infection control measures (17, 34, 45). However, a number of studies have suggested that the quantity of antimicrobial usage is significantly associated with methicillin-resistant S. aureus rates, indicating that studies may need to control for antimicrobial use and infection control professionals should consider the effect of antimicrobial use in their institutions (111).

There are a number of avenues for collaboration between infection control and antimicrobial stewardship programs. Infection control staff gather highly detailed data on nosocomial infections which may assist in the antimicrobial stewardship team's evaluation of the outcomes of their strategies. Hospital epidemiologists have the expertise in surveillance and study design to lend to efforts studying the effect of antimicrobial stewardship measures. In turn, antimicrobial stewardship programs may be able to assist in efforts to control outbreaks by focused monitoring and/or restriction of antimicrobials in the targeted units. Any antimicrobial stewardship program should either be fully integrated with or work closely with a hospital's infection control program; such collaboration has the oppor-
tunity to synergistically reduce antimicrobial resistance and improve patient outcomes.

**Hospital Administrators**

None of the efforts of infectious diseases physicians, pharmacists, microbiologists, or infection control practitioners to establish an antimicrobial stewardship program are likely to be successful without at least passive endorsement by hospital leadership (61). Program funding, institutional policy, and physician autonomy are core issues in the development of antimicrobial stewardship programs that must be addressed by hospital administration. Without adequate support from hospital leadership, program funding will be inadequate or inconsistent since the programs do not generate revenue (although they may result in significant cost savings). And if hospital leadership is not publicly committed to the program, recalcitrant prescribers may thwart attempts to improve antimicrobial use without fear of sanction.

Advocates of antimicrobial stewardship programs might do well to learn from the recent surge in patient safety initiatives at hospitals, spurred by the Institute of Medicine’s 1999 report on adverse drug events (78). Many institutions have made large investments in new technology and personnel in an effort to reduce medication errors (157). Highlighting the adverse effects of antimicrobial resistance and nosocomial infections on patient outcomes may secure fresh commitments from hospital executives, or at least allow antimicrobial stewardship programs to piggyback onto newly funded patient safety initiatives (56).

**METHODOLOGICAL ISSUES**

**Outcome Measurements**

The choice of outcome variables in studies of antimicrobial stewardship programs varies widely, depending on program goals, study design, study duration, and measurement capabilities. The change in antimicrobial usage is the most common outcome measured in studies of stewardship programs. Common outcome variables related to antimicrobial usage include quantity of total antimicrobial use, quantity of targeted antimicrobial use, duration of therapy, percentage of oral versus intravenous drug administration, and antimicrobial drug expenditures. Expenditures for antimicrobials are often measured to demonstrate the cost savings (or at least cost neutrality) associated with antimicrobial stewardship programs. The proportion of appropriate antimicrobial use may also be measured, usually with criteria that vary from study to study. Measurement of antimicrobial usage may be performed from patient charts or as aggregate antimicrobial use (e.g., in defined daily doses per 1,000 patient days) from billing or purchasing data. While improvement in antimicrobial usage (either a decrease in overall usage, decrease in use of targeted antimicrobials, or an increase in appropriate therapy) is a worthy endpoint in and of itself, acceptance of antimicrobial stewardship programs by a broader audience likely will be contingent on demonstration of positive effects on clinical and microbiological outcomes.

Clinical criteria are often included in studies to demonstrate that a change in antimicrobial usage does not have a deleterious effect on patient outcomes. Common clinical outcomes include all-cause mortality, infection-related mortality, duration of hospitalization, and rates of readmission. Clinical cure or improvement may also be measured, with or without precise definition of the terms. In general, studies have found no difference or a slight improvement in clinical outcomes with antimicrobial management programs (as discussed below). However, studies may be insufficiently powered to demonstrate either a benefit or detriment to infrequent clinical outcomes (all-cause or infection-related mortality).

Microbiologic outcomes include the percentage of organisms resistant to a certain antimicrobial, percentage of multidrug-resistant organisms, or number of infections due to specified organisms. In spite of the known association between antimicrobial use and resistance, inferring improvement in microbiological outcomes from studies that only demonstrate a reduction in antimicrobial usage is hazardous (124). Differences in potential for selection of resistance between antimicrobials, impact of duration of therapy and dosage changes, and secular trends in resistance may impact resistance rates to a greater extent than changes in absolute quantities of antimicrobial drug use. Thus, microbiologic outcomes should be measured explicitly. Data on microbiological outcomes may be obtained from patient records, infection control practitioners, or the clinical microbiology laboratory. Some authors suggest that the rate of isolation of resistant organisms is a more appropriate measure of the burden of antimicrobial resistance than the proportion of resistant organisms; efforts should be made to measure this outcome as well, when feasible (113, 143).

**Study Design**

In a recent review of 306 studies of interventions to improve antimicrobial prescribing in hospitals, 70% did not meet the minimum criteria of the Cochrane Collaboration’s Effective Practice and Organization of Care Group (131). The most commonly excluded studies were those using uncontrolled before-and-after designs (46%) or inadequate interrupted time series analysis (24%). Use of these flawed methodologies may overestimate or underestimate the effect of interventions on outcomes (such as volume of antimicrobial use or percentage of resistant organisms). For some studies this bias was so severe as to alter the conclusions when appropriate analysis was performed. The authors of the review advocated analysis using interrupted time series with segmented regression (Fig. 1), a method of analysis applied to before-and-after quasi-experimental study designs. This methodology requires measurements at multiple time points both before and after the intervention, allowing evaluation of both the immediate change due to the intervention (change in level) and the sustained changes (change in slope). These considerations are likely to be especially important in measuring effects on antimicrobial use and bacterial resistance, both of which are likely to increase in the absence of control measures (positive slope). Thus, even an intervention that produces minimal change in level may have significant impact if the rate of increase can be reduced.

The primary limitation to this study design is the long period of time required to obtain sufficient pre- and postintervention
data points for statistical analysis. The authors suggest 24 data points before and after the intervention; if data are captured on a monthly basis, this requires either a very long time horizon for the study or the ability to collect useful data retrospectively. Although a few randomized studies of the impact of antimicrobial stewardship interventions have been published, quasi-experimental designs are much more common in this area. Thus, investigators should familiarize themselves with the fundamentals of these types of studies (excellently reviewed in reference 71), as well as the application of techniques such as time series analysis to the study results.

Effect of Multiple Interventions
Analysis of the efficacy of interventions to improve antimicrobial use is complicated by the simultaneous employment of multiple different strategies by antimicrobial stewardship programs (121), making it difficult to compare the effect of different strategies and conclude which is most effective. Some of the strategies may also have interacting effects, such that they are more or less effective in combination. Absent large, multicenter trials comparing different intervention strategies in different arms, this complication is likely to be a permanent fixture in analysis of antimicrobial stewardship programs.

Publication Bias
Publication bias is a concern when evaluating the effectiveness of antimicrobial stewardship programs. As with any scientific endeavor, there is a perception that positive results are more noteworthy and manuscripts are more likely to be submitted and accepted for publication if the report demonstrates positive results (Fig. 2). Since the funding of many antimicrobial stewardship programs is contingent upon demonstration of cost-effectiveness (usually through savings in antimicrobial acquisition costs), programs that do not achieve positive results may be discontinued. The experience at such institutions is not likely to be published. Thus, it is unclear whether antimicrobial stewardship programs are generally effective in controlling antimicrobial use (and sometimes in improving resistance and clinical outcomes), or whether the published literature only reflects the experience of successful programs. Such questions are important as institutions are deciding whether to implement an antimicrobial stewardship program and what specific strategies to incorporate. The careful study and publication of the results of implementations of antimicrobial stewardship strategies, successful or unsuccessful, should be encouraged.

CLASSIFICATION OF PROGRAMS AND REVIEW OF SELECTED STUDIES
Antimicrobial stewardship programs may be generally classified according to the strategy by which they seek to affect antimicrobial use. However, as noted, many programs use a combination of such strategies. Thus, strict classification of studies of antimicrobial stewardship programs is not always possible, and previous reviews have used different methods of classification (80, 120, 121). Table 1 provides brief summaries of the strategies according to the classification we will use here, while Fig. 3 illustrates at what point in the process of antimicrobial prescribing the different strategies act. When multiple strategies are employed in a single study, we will classify them according to the most active strategy. Below, we describe the general strategies and provide representative examples. As the Cochrane Collaboration’s Effective Practice and Organization of Care Group is currently preparing a systematic review and meta-analysis of antimicrobial stewardship programs, we will not attempt to survey the entire literature (32).

Education and Guideline Implementation Strategies
A key foundation in encouraging appropriate antimicrobial use in hospitals is defining what an institution considers appropriate antimicrobial use. Because of limited time to teach antimicrobial pharmacology and infectious diseases in the medical school curriculum, physicians often acquire their antimicrobial prescribing habits from the practice of their colleagues, the recommendations of antibiotic handbooks, and from information provided by representatives of the pharmaceutical industry (140). Information from these sources may

FIG. 1. Segmented regression analysis of interrupted time series data. (Adapted from reference 3a with permission of the publisher.)
vary widely and conflict with what is considered best practice at an institution. Although the vast majority of physicians recognize antimicrobial resistance as an important problem, most underestimate the true degree of antimicrobial resistance in their own institutions (58, 160). Physicians are primarily concerned with the effects of antimicrobials in the individual patients whose care they have been charged with; in a hypothetical case scenario, the risk of contributing to antimicrobial resistance was rated lowest among seven factors influencing a physician’s choice of antimicrobial agent (107).

To counter these perceived conflicts in knowledge and practice, institutions may attempt to provide guidelines for antimicrobial use and educate clinicians regarding preferred antimicrobial therapy. This strategy attempts to influence providers’ prescribing during their evaluation of the patient and selection of antimicrobial therapy (Fig. 3). The approaches taken vary widely, from posting copies of national guidelines on the institution’s website to formulation of consensus local guidelines with academic detailing and prescriber feedback. Academic detailing refers to one-on-one educational sessions between an academic clinician educator (usually a physician or pharmacist) and the clinician targeted for education (146). Also referred to as reverse detailing or counterdetailing, this method co-opts the strategy of individualized attention used by pharmaceutical industry representatives (detailers). Prescriber feedback consists of providing data to clinicians regarding their prescribing habits, with comparisons to expected norms (e.g., guidelines) or to other prescribers in the same practice area.

Both academic detailing and prescriber feedback can be applied on a general level (e.g., an infectious diseases physician...
discussing new guidelines for febrile neutropenia with an oncologist and reviewing antimicrobial use on the hematology/oncology floor from the last year) or a patient-specific level (e.g., a pharmacist calling a physician to discuss the choice of a particular antimicrobial and encouraging selection of an alternative in accordance with guidelines). We will consider the first, more general approach in this section and address the latter approach in a following section (review and feedback strategies).

Reviews of studies of provider behavior change suggest that active, personalized interventions such as academic detailing are more effective than passive dissemination of information at eliciting desired changes (64, 65). Many studies examining the effect of educational interventions on antimicrobial use have been performed with physicians in ambulatory care practice. Those that compared provision of printed educational materials to more active methods such as academic detailing generally found improved guideline compliance in the active intervention group (6, 62, 141). In the hospital setting, passive interventions involve measures such as providing posters, handouts, or printed guidebooks, or minimally interactive educational sessions such as Grand Rounds.

In a study from the Netherlands, the impact of dissemination of national consensus guidelines for treatment of bacterial meningitis via a printed handbook was studied (154). After the introduction of the guidelines, only 33% of cases of bacterial meningitis nationwide were treated in accordance with the recommendations. Because there was no data on compliance prior to introduction of the guideline, it is unclear whether even this low rate of compliance represented an improvement. Girotti et al. compared the impact of two interventions on compliance with recommendations for perioperative antimicrobial prophylaxis in surgery (59). Physicians on three surgical services received a printed handbook with recommendations for prophylaxis, while on two other surgical services, an order form for antimicrobial prophylaxis was introduced. The percentage of orders that represented appropriate prophylaxis was measured before and after the interventions. Improvement in appropriateness was marginal in the services provided the handbook (11% to 18%, \( P = 0.06 \)) but was impressive in the services required to use the antimicrobial order form (17% to 78%, \( P < 0.01 \)).

The impact of voluntary compliance to a guideline for use of third-generation cephalosporins was evaluated by Bamberger and Dahl (7). After addition of ceftazidime and ceftriaxone to the hospital’s formulary, guidelines for use were created and distributed to all physicians at a teaching hospital. Compliance with the guideline’s recommendations in the first 6 months was only 24%. Given poor voluntary compliance with the guidelines, a restriction strategy requiring written justification before dispensing of subsequent doses by the pharmacy was instituted. During the 6-month period that this strategy was in place, 85% of courses of cephalosporin therapy conformed to the guidelines. Sensitivity to third-generation cephalosporins among *Enterobacter cloacae* and *Pseudomonas aeruginosa* improved after voluntary compliance was abandoned and the more restrictive measures were put in place.

One factor that may influence the acceptance of guidelines, especially when their implementation is largely through passive methods, is the degree of local input into their development (19). Compliance with national guidelines is often poor even when the recommendations are for common conditions and are promulgated by well-known organizations (such as the community-acquired pneumonia guidelines of the American Thoracic Society and Infectious Diseases Society of America) (47, 151). This may be due to appropriate variations in practice due to local circumstances, lack of knowledge of guidelines, or because of perceived threats to physicians’ autonomy.

Having local opinion leaders collaborate on the development of institutional guidelines (or the adaptation of national guidelines to fit local circumstances) may improve compliance by promoting ownership (61). When a university hospital in the Netherlands revised its guidelines for antimicrobial therapy, it relied heavily on consultation with physicians in the various specialties to ensure agreement between departmental policies and the antimicrobial guidelines (110). When the effect of the introduction of the revised guidelines was measured using segmented regression analysis, a statistically significant increase in compliance with guidelines was noted (67% to 81%). Subsequent academic detailing had little additional effect (increase to 86% compliance), possibly because of the intensive collaboration during guideline development.

Local involvement in guideline development may be especially important in teaching hospitals where the influence of senior attending physicians on trainees’ prescribing habits may be significant, and thus the house staff’s compliance with guidelines may be poor without buy-in from superiors (109). Everitt et al. demonstrated that an educational intervention targeted towards authoritative senior surgery department members had an astounding impact on the choice of antimicrobial for surgical prophylaxis during caesarian section (44). In combination with an antimicrobial order form, this top-down approach increased the prescribing of cefazolin (considered the appropriate agent) for surgical prophylaxis from 3% to almost 100%.

Although there is no shortage of evidence-based practice guidelines regarding antimicrobial use, including those addressing the problem of antimicrobial resistance, the mere publication of these guidelines is insufficient to significantly impact antimicrobial prescribing patterns. Adaptation of national guidelines to local circumstances, collaboration with hospital specialists, broad dissemination of guidelines in easily accessible forms (print and/or electronic), and active educational methods such as academic detailing (targeted to the most influential clinicians first), are required to increase the chances of the adoption of recommendations in clinical practice. Even then, education- and guideline-based strategies should be considered primarily as a starting point for antimicrobial stewardship programs. Because voluntary guideline compliance is often poor, more active efforts are often required to reinforce proper prescribing habits and ensure appropriate therapy.

**Formulary and Restriction Strategies**

Because of resistance to compliance with guidelines for antimicrobial usage, external control over clinicians’ prescribing of these drugs may be implemented. This commonly takes the form of establishment of an antimicrobial formulary, such that only selected antimicrobial agents are freely dispensed by the pharmacy. Other agents may only be available if certain crite-
ria for use are met (criterion-monitored strategies), if approval for use is obtained from a specialist in infectious diseases (prior-authorization strategies), or may not be available at all (closed-formulary strategies). Having an antimicrobial formulary may not represent an effective strategy for control of antimicrobial use if it serves only to restrict the choice of antimicrobial to one of a number of very similar agents. For example, although using cefazolin instead of cephalothin (or nafcillin instead of oxacillin) represents a formulary decision, such a policy is unlikely to have significant positive impact on antimicrobial usage or outcomes (except possibly for financial outcomes). The goal of restriction-based policies may be a reduction in drug costs to the hospital (through restriction of more-expensive agents), a reduction in the growth of antimicrobial resistance (through restriction of agents considered to be more likely to contribute to resistance), or both. The nature and degree of restriction and specific agents targeted may differ between stewardship programs.

The introduction of the additional step of documenting justification or calling for authorization of an antimicrobial drug may be sufficient in and of itself to reduce demand for targeted antimicrobial agents. McGowan and Finland described an early program at Boston City Hospital, where a number of antimicrobial agents were restricted and required telephone authorization from an infectious diseases physician before being dispensed (104, 105). However, if the requesting physician did not agree with the infectious diseases consultant’s suggestions for alternative therapy, the requested drug was dispensed. Thus, the intervention was more of an educational effort than a true restriction. Nevertheless, the authors observed a reduction in use of targeted agents after introduction of the program, as well as lower use of targeted agents in comparison to similar hospitals.

In another early program, a request for restricted agents triggered an automatic infectious diseases consultation (35). The recommendations of the consultant were not binding; however, the investigators found that the recommendations were followed in approximately 90% of cases. Drug costs decreased at the hospital by 31%, primarily due to reductions in cephalosporin use. In a study by White et al., final authority to dispense any of a number of restricted antimicrobials rested with the infectious diseases attending physician on call (161). According to the investigators, although approval was granted in most cases, significant reductions in the use of targeted antimicrobial agents were observed over a 6-month period. The authors also compared antimicrobial susceptibility data and clinical outcomes between the periods before and after initiation of the restriction program. The antimicrobial susceptibility among gram-negative pathogens to both restricted and nonrestricted agents increased significantly after implementation of the restriction program. Clinical outcomes (overall 30-day survival, length of stay, acquisition of bacteremia) were similar in the two time periods, with some trends towards improved survival in patients with infections during the period of antimicrobial restriction.

Thus, although restriction programs may be relatively porous in terms of allowing requests for restricted antimicrobials to be approved, they can still effect substantial reductions in antimicrobial use, as well as leading to improvements in susceptibility. This is likely due to the effort involved in contacting the infectious diseases specialist for use of a restricted agent, when a similar nonrestricted agent would not require extra effort, and the educational interaction between the infectious diseases specialist and the requesting clinician. Besides denying or approving the request for the antimicrobial, the infectious diseases specialist can offer advice on proper dosing, administration and duration; adverse effects and drug interactions; interpretation of microbiological tests; and further diagnostic procedures. The interaction thus becomes a mini-academic detailing session, which is more likely to be remembered by the clinician because of its patient-specific nature. A study in which requests for restricted antimicrobials were referred to a clinical pharmacist specialist demonstrated a cost savings of greater than $68,000, despite the pharmacist’s approving 83% of all requests (24). This number likely underestimates the true cost savings, since it only examined the difference between the cost of the restricted antimicrobials that were ordered and those agents that were actually dispensed; this analysis does not account for any learning effect leading to a decrease in the ordering of restricted antimicrobials.

Some programs provide different levels of restriction of antimicrobials. Woodward et al. described the program at Barnes-Jewish hospital with a three-tiered classification system of antimicrobial agents (163). Unrestricted agents could be dispensed by the pharmacy for any indication, although the dosing ranges may be restricted. Controlled agents could be dispensed for a limited period of time without authorization (generally 24 or 72 h); after this time period, authorization by an infectious diseases clinician was required. Restricted agents required approval before dispensing of any doses. Using this approach, a significant reduction in expenditures for controlled and restricted agents was effected, while the number of patients with bacteremia receiving appropriate therapy remained constant. Other programs may allow targeted antimicrobials to be used for certain documented indications (e.g., ceftriaxone for bacterial meningitis), or by individual medical services (e.g., a bone marrow transplant unit), but not for general use. The classification of antimicrobials to different levels of restriction should be tailored to the individual institution’s patient population, prescribing patterns, and resistance issues.

Historically, agents have been targeted for restriction based on their cost relative to similar therapies. Restricted agents may have benefits in certain situations (such as the reduced toxicity of lipid-based amphotericin products or the broader spectrum of amikacin relative to other aminoglycosides), but their higher acquisition costs are prohibitive for routine use. Restriction programs may also be based on the potential of antimicrobials to select for certain resistant organisms. The classic example of this approach is the study by Rahal et al.; in response to an outbreak of an extended-spectrum beta-lactamase-producing Klebsiella sp., a hospital instituted strict restrictions on all cephalosporin use (130). Subsequently, the incidence of resistant Klebsiella infection decreased significantly. However, due to an increase in use of imipenem/cilastatin, the incidence of imipenem-resistant Pseudomonas aeruginosa increased.

A similar pattern was also seen in another study wherein heavy use of piperacillin-tazobactam was associated with high rates of piperacillin-resistant Pseudomonas infections in a medical-surgical intensive care unit (1). Substitution of piperacillin-
tazobactam with imipenem led to a decrease in resistance to piperacillin in *Pseudomonas* infections, but an increase in imipenem resistance. This phenomenon has been referred to as “squeezing the balloon”; changing from the use of one agent to another may reduce resistance to the first drug, but increase resistance to the second drug (21). A challenge to restriction-based strategies is to avoid substituting one resistance problem for another in such a fashion.

Recently there has been a trend towards restricting cephalosporin usage and increasing utilization of β-lactamase inhibitor combinations (such as piperacillin-tazobactam and ampicillin-sulbactam). This approach has been supported by studies demonstrating a protective effect of administration of piperacillin-tazobactam against infection by extended-spectrum beta-lactamase-producing organisms and vancomycin-resistant enterococci, in comparison to cephalosporin administration (125, 135). Landman et al. restricted the use of third-generation cephalosporins, vancomycin, and clindamycin in their institution and encouraged use of piperacillin-tazobactam and ampicillin-sulbactam (86). Analysis of monthly incidence rates of resistant pathogens reported a significant decrease in isolation of methicillin-resistant *Staphylococcus aureus* as well as ceftazidime-resistant *Klebsiella* spp., although the proportion of resistant *Acinetobacter* isolates increased.

Other hospitals have also observed a decrease in extended-spectrum beta-lactamase-producing organisms after adding piperacillin-tazobactam and restricting ceftazidime (85, 134). Studies have also documented reductions in the rates of vancomycin-resistant enterococci and *Clostridium difficile* after restriction of cephalosporins and replacement with β-lactamase inhibitors (103, 119, 129, 162), although this has not been seen in all studies (89). If the success of this approach is validated by future studies (and is not a result of publication bias), it may be the beginning of a solid evidence base to inform decisions as to which antimicrobials are most appropriate for restriction.

**Review and Feedback Strategies**

Although restriction strategies may be effective at channeling use of antimicrobials towards preferable agents, there are limitations to the approach. There may be inadequate personnel or institutional commitment for a restrictive approach. Importantly, restriction strategies do not consider the appropriateness of use of nonrestricted antimicrobials, which make up the vast majority of antimicrobials used in the hospital. To optimize the use of nonrestricted antimicrobials, or to manage the use of targeted antimicrobials in institutions where restriction strategies are not in place, programs built around antimicrobial review and feedback may be instituted. Such a program involves the retrospective (hours to days) review of antimicrobial orders; if an order appears to be inappropriate, a member of the antimicrobial management team contacts the prescriber in an effort to optimize therapy.

A number of studies reporting experience with this approach have been published. Most of them have suboptimal study designs, measuring mean levels of an outcome (drug prescribing, drug cost, resistance) before and after program implementation, as opposed to using segmented regression and time series analysis. However, some studies did have other methodologic strengths, such as randomization. Fraser et al. performed a randomized trial of an intervention program in a 600-bed teaching hospital and evaluated clinical and microbiologic response as well as costs for antimicrobials across the study arms (48). Patients receiving one of 10 target antimicrobials for greater than 3 days were randomized to the intervention arm or to the standard of care. The intervention consisted of a having a clinical pharmacist and infectious diseases fellow review the medical records of patients receiving the target antimicrobials. If there was agreement on a need to optimize antimicrobial therapy (changing or stopping therapy, switching to oral regimen, or an alternative dosage), a nonpermanent chart note was written; 85% of suggestions were implemented. There was no significant difference in clinical or microbiologic outcomes between the groups, but total antimicrobial costs were significantly lower in the intervention arm; yearly savings were estimated at $390,000.

Another study performed in a 275-bed community hospital randomized patients receiving potentially inappropriate antimicrobials to standard care or to have a multidisciplinary team (an infectious diseases physician and clinical pharmacist) provide suggestions for therapy via a chart note (67). Eighty-nine percent of suggestions provided in the intervention arm were accepted. The median length of stay was shorter by 3 days in the intervention arm than the control arm, and an overall cost reduction of $2,642 per intervention was estimated. Other clinical and microbiologic outcomes were similar between the two groups.

A third randomized trial of a highly targeted intervention was reported by Solomon et al. (145). Their group at the Brigham and Women’s hospital randomized inpatient clinical services (e.g., medicine, oncology), assigning nine services to the intervention arm and eight to the control arm. All orders for levofloxacin or ceftazidime that were written by physicians in the intervention group were reviewed for adherence to hospital guidelines for use. If an order was not in compliance with the guidelines, a member of the antimicrobial stewardship team (infectious diseases physician or clinical pharmacist) contacted the prescriber to suggest alternative therapy. The duration of inappropriate therapy of the target antimicrobials was reduced by approximately 40% in the intervention group relative to the control group, while clinical outcomes were similar between the groups.

Before-and-after designs have been more commonly used to determine the impact of review and feedback programs. Carling et al. used a time series approach with three years of preintervention and seven years of postintervention data to analyze the results of their antimicrobial stewardship program (26). The program employed a clinical pharmacist and an infectious diseases physician to review orders for broad-spectrum antimicrobials and provide feedback to prescribers. This strategy led to a reduction in use of third-generation cephalosporins and aztreonam and a stable (nonincreasing) rate of use of fluoroquinolones and imipenem over the study period. Rates of *Clostridium difficile* infection and infections with drug-resistant *Enterobacteriaceae*, which had been increasing before the intervention, dropped and remained stable after implementation of the program. Programs specifically targeting the use of vancomycin (68) and vancomycin and fluoroquinolones (46), using pharmacy personnel to provide feedback, have doc-
Some programs have used a review and feedback strategy but also empowered the antimicrobial stewardship personnel to change therapy or require an infectious diseases consultation if a conflict arises. At a 731-bed teaching hospital in North Carolina, a program incorporating restriction and review was implemented (33). Restricted antimicrobials required prior approval by an infectious diseases physician, whereas controlled agents were freely dispensed but reviewed within 48 h by a clinical pharmacist. The clinical pharmacist provided recommendations via a chart note to change or, if necessary, discontinue the agent to the primary team. If no action (acceptance or rejection) was taken within 24 h, the pharmacist would write the recommendations as a chart order. Only 8% of recommendations were rejected, leading to active or default acceptance of 92% of recommendations. This program led to a significant reduction in total and targeted antimicrobial use, although there was no significant change in antimicrobial susceptibilities.

Bantar et al. reported on the stepwise implementation of a stewardship program in a 250-bed hospital in Argentina (8). The initial phases of the program involved educational interventions and the introduction of an antimicrobial order form, followed by prescribing review by the antimicrobial stewardship team, which had the authority to modify orders considered to be inappropriate. Approximately 25% of antimicrobial orders were modified during the period this policy was in place. Significant reductions in antimicrobial use were documented over the course of the study, along with reductions in resistance in some organisms. Finally, Gentry et al. reported on a program’s transition from a restriction-based approach to a review and feedback approach implemented by a clinical pharmacist specialist (55). All orders for restricted antimicrobials were dispensed but were reviewed within 24 to 48 h by the pharmacist, who made recommendations as appropriate. If a conflict arose, the pharmacist could request formal consultation from the infectious diseases service. Approximately 50% of the courses of therapy were modified upon review, either with discontinuation of the restricted agent or dosage modification. Both antimicrobial costs and mean length of stay decreased significantly after program implementation.

Review and feedback strategies may be especially important in streamlining antimicrobial use. Inappropriate or delayed empirical antimicrobial therapy has been associated with increased mortality in a number of recent studies (76, 84, 93, 95, 98, 99). Patients infected with pathogens that are frequently resistant (e.g., S. aureus and P. aeruginosa) are more likely to receive inappropriate therapy (82, 84, 99); thus, as the incidence of resistance in hospitals increases, a greater number of patients are at risk for the adverse sequelae of inappropriate therapy. This realization has led to the advocacy of early, broad-spectrum empirical antimicrobial therapy for a number of hospital infections. For example, recent American Thoracic Society/Infectious Diseases Society of America guidelines for hospital-acquired pneumonia recommend three-drug combination therapy (an antipseudomonal beta-lactam, an aminoglycoside or fluoroquinolone, and vancomycin or linezolid) for empirical therapy in patients with late-onset pneumonia (2). This approach reduces the risk of a patient’s receiving inadequate therapy; however, administration of multiple broad-spectrum agents may increase the risk of development of resistance in the patient’s (and the hospital’s) bacterial flora. Thus, it is crucial for clinicians to change to the narrowest spectrum appropriate agent to treat the infecting pathogen once it is isolated and discontinue antimicrobials if infection is unlikely (122).

Although adherence to these two principles should be a fundamental tenet of medical practice, in reality a formal process (such as a guideline or critical pathway) or the contribution of the antimicrobial stewardship team reviewing such orders may be required. Otherwise, the desire to cover the patient may lead to endless courses of extremely broad-spectrum therapy, begetting more resistance, requiring even broader-spectrum therapy, and so on. Thus, streamlining, switch therapy, or deescalation strategies as a means of optimizing antimicrobial use deserve special mention as they relate to antimicrobial stewardship.

Schantz and colleagues gave special emphasis to streamlining in their description of their review and feedback-based program (142). Using a computer program to aid in their screening of microbiology data, they identified around 60 cases in a 7-month period where patients could have their antimicrobials discontinued due to negative culture results or changed to a different (usually narrower spectrum) regimen based on culture results. Direct cost savings of approximately $8,000 could be attributed to these interventions alone, but greater savings due to reduced toxicity, superinfections, and development of resistance are likely as well.

The group at Barnes-Jewish hospital performed a randomized, controlled trial of a policy for discontinuing antimicrobial therapy for ventilator-associated pneumonia (108). The critical care service initiated standard broad-spectrum antimicrobial therapy for patients with suspected ventilator-associated pneumonia. In patients randomized to the intervention group, a physician or clinical pharmacist provided recommendations to the critical care team for discontinuing therapy based on predefined criteria suggesting the resolution or absence of infection. The control group did not receive recommendations and the service could discontinue therapy as they saw fit. Clinical outcomes were similar between the two groups, but the intervention group had a significantly shorter mean duration of antimicrobial therapy (6 days in the intervention group versus 8 days in the control group). Streamlining strategies, whether implemented by educational efforts or through antimicrobial review, thus offer a reasonable compromise between the need for appropriate empirical therapy and the need to preserve the effective life of our antimicrobial arsenal.

**Computer-Assisted Strategies**

The increasing computerization of the hospital environment offers new opportunities for programs to optimize antimicrobial use. These opportunities have primarily been associated with implementation of computerized physician order-entry systems in hospitals. The order-entry encounter can be designed to facilitate each of the antimicrobial stewardship strategies above. Educational strategies may be as simple as a link to the institution’s guidelines for therapy, or as sophisticated as computerized expert systems that integrate patient-specific...
laboratory and microbiology data in devising a suggested therapeutic regimen. If a prescriber enters an order for a restricted agent, a list of formulary alternatives can be suggested, along with the pager number needed to obtain authorization. When an agent targeted for review is ordered, the data can be forwarded in real time or entered into a queue for later review by antimicrobial stewardship personnel.

At Brigham and Women’s Hospital, where prescribers write orders via a computerized physician order-entry system, Sojania et al. randomly assigned half of prescribers to see a screen asking them to indicate a rationale for vancomycin therapy whenever the drug was ordered (144). Prescribers entered a rationale from one of the categories provided, which were derived from the Centers for Disease Control’s guidelines for vancomycin use. If the patient was prescribed vancomycin, an additional screen was displayed after 72 h of vancomycin therapy requiring the prescriber to indicate their reason for continued therapy. Prescribers in the intervention group wrote significantly fewer orders for vancomycin, and segmented linear regression indicated that a significantly smaller percentage of all hospital patients received vancomycin after the intervention (even though only half of the prescribers received the intervention). Thus, a relatively soft educational intervention displaying criteria for antimicrobial use and adding a justification step to ordering antimicrobials can have a substantial effect at controlling prescribing.

An Australian hospital utilized a computer program when implementing a restriction policy for third-generation cephalosporins (136). Prescribers used a web-based system to choose from a list of approved indications for cefotaxime and ceftriaxone. For nonapproved indications, only 24 h of the drug could be dispensed without approval from the infectious diseases service. Total use of the targeted drugs decreased significantly, while the proportion of appropriate courses of therapy doubled than the preintervention period. Thus, computer-assisted programs may allow offloading of some of the burden involved in prior-approval systems, although prescribers may be able to game the system by entering an approved indication even if they intend to use the drug for another purpose (23).

Computer assistance may also aid in implementation of antimicrobial review strategies, as illustrated by a study by Glowacki et al. (60). These investigators created a list of potentially inappropriate antimicrobial combinations (e.g., those with overlapping spectra of activity) and performed daily queries of the hospital information system to determine if any patients were receiving these combinations. Those patients identified by the query had their regimens reviewed by a clinical pharmacist, who made recommendations for modification of therapy. Over a 3-month period, 137 inappropriate antimicrobial combinations were discovered, 134 of which were modified according to the pharmacist’s recommendations, leading to a conservative estimate of $48,000 per year in cost savings. It is easy to imagine that such a system could be modified to also flag other potentially inappropriate regimens (e.g., drug–organism susceptibility mismatch, over- or underdosing), making these systems a valuable tool for antimicrobial review.

The most advanced programs integrate patient-specific data extracted from hospital information systems to provide tailored recommendations for therapy using rules-based criteria (expert systems). The choice of antimicrobial is guided by the results of the patient’s cultures (for definitive therapy) or by hospital-specific resistance patterns (for empirical therapy). Information on the patient’s height, weight, and renal function is incorporated in determining dosing recommendations, and contraindications such as allergies are automatically checked for. The group at the Latter-Day Saints Hospital in Utah has authored a number of studies on the use of their expert system decision-support tool for antimicrobial selection (42, 123). One study examined the effect of the introduction of the program into a 12-bed intensive care unit over a 12-month period (43). The program was integrated into the medical-information system and provided recommendations for therapy; physicians were not required to follow the recommendations but had to provide a rationale for their choice if they ordered a nonrecommended antimicrobial. In approximately half of all courses of therapy the physician followed the computer’s recommendations. Compared to the 2-year preintervention period, in the intervention period fewer antimicrobials were used, the mean cost of antimicrobials decreased, fewer antimicrobial-related adverse drug events occurred, and fewer patients were treated with a drug to which their infecting organism was not susceptible. Moreover, within the intervention period, outcomes were improved if the physician followed the computer’s suggested regimen rather than overriding the computer.

Institutions wishing to incorporate computer-assisted strategies into their antimicrobial stewardship programs may work with their hospital’s information systems professionals to attempt to add these functions to their existing systems or choose from a number of commercially available systems that may be integrated into the hospital’s information technology framework.

### Antibiotic Cycling Strategies

In the 1980s, studies examining formulary substitution of aminoglycosides (amikacin for gentamicin and tobramycin) suggested a strategy of rotating antimicrobials might be effective in slowing the emergence of resistance to any one agent (57). These studies have led to the development of strategies utilizing the scheduled rotation of antimicrobials in order to minimize the emergence of bacterial resistance. These programs typically target gram-negative resistance (the cycled antimicrobials are those primarily active against gram-negative organisms) and are generally limited to the intensive care unit setting. Theoretically, during the periods when an antimicrobial is out of rotation and its use is minimal, resistance to that drug will decline. The idea is to reduce selective pressure to any one antimicrobial class by providing heterogeneity in drug use—in the case of cycling, temporal heterogeneity (by time period) rather than spatial (by patient) heterogeneity. The subject has been thoroughly reviewed else where (49, 74, 79, 83, 102, 128) in fact, the number of reviews of antibiotic cycling exceeds the number of well-designed studies on the subject (20).

By dictating exactly which antimicrobials are to be used during a given time period, this strategy is in principle the most restrictive of all approaches to antimicrobial stewardship. However, compliance with the cycling protocol may be low, for a number of reasons: physicians may ignore the protocol and prescribe off-cycle antimicrobials to their patients, allergies or...
toxicity may preclude administration of the on-cycle drug, and the final regimen may be tailored to culture results. In a preliminary report from a Centers for Disease Control-funded study of antibiotic cycling in an intensive care unit, less than half of total days of antimicrobial therapy were compliant with the cycling protocol (106). This was despite the presence of an intensive care unit clinical pharmacist who was empowered to switch empirical therapy to the correct on-cycle drug, and a policy encouraging the continuation of the on-cycle antimicrobial even if an isolated organism was susceptible to narrower-spectrum agents.

A multicenter government-supported trial to test the efficacy of antibiotic cycling as an antimicrobial stewardship strategy is ongoing, and ultimate judgment on the validity of this approach should await the publication of the results of this trial. It should be noted, however, that mathematical models of the evolution of antimicrobial resistance suggest that cycling antimicrobials is a poor strategy for preventing the emergence of resistance (11, 15). Certainly such models are not completely representative of the clinical milieu, and the success of cycling programs might suggest modifications to the models. An alternative explanation for the observed effect of cycling programs in the face of their theoretical limitations is that incorporating any sort of management program, which typically involves education, monitoring of drug use, and the availability of expert consultation, is better than the alternative of uncontrolled antimicrobial use that predominates today.

**FUTURE DIRECTIONS FOR RESEARCH AND PRACTICE**

**Enhanced Understanding of the Relationship between Antimicrobial Use and Resistance**

The key to any program’s success in controlling antimicrobial resistance by modulating antimicrobial use is an understanding of the relationship between antimicrobial use and resistance. A full understanding of this relationship would allow clinicians to determine what antimicrobials restrict to the usage of, whether there is a threshold volume of antimicrobial use required before the emergence of widespread resistance, and the expected time course between changes in antimicrobial use and changes in resistance. We do not yet have this understanding, although research is in the area is promising. Mathematical modeling is helping to precisely define the variables associated with the emergence of antimicrobial resistance while suggesting strategies for optimum use of antimicrobials (5, 16, 94). Multihospital collaborative networks are investigating the association between antimicrobial use and resistance at an ecologic level, providing an understanding of how differences in antimicrobial use at the hospital level affect resistance rates (13, 36, 50, 52, 112, 165). New application of statistical techniques such as ARIMA (autoregressive integrated moving average) modeling of time series data are allowing a more sophisticated understanding of the time-dependence of antimicrobial resistance changes in response to antimicrobial use (97, 114, 115).

The impact of antimicrobial use outside of the hospital on resistance rates within hospitals is an emerging area of research. Pathogens once thought to be limited primarily to the hospital environment, such as methicillin-resistant *S. aureus*, are becoming more prevalent in the community. The availability of broad-spectrum oral antimicrobials (such as the fluoroquinolones and amoxicillin-clavulanate) and intravenous antimicrobials with convenient dosing schedules for outpatient infusion therapy (such as ceftriaxone and ertapenem and future agents such as dalbavancin), are making the big guns of the hospital armamentarium available in community settings. Increasing use of these antimicrobials in the community may be driving the development of resistant organisms, and patients admitted with infections due to these organisms may contribute to the hospital’s burden of resistance (126).

Long-term care facilities are also emerging as major reservoirs of both antimicrobial use and bacterial resistance (25, 96, 156). Antimicrobial stewardship programs may fail to affect hospital resistance rates if importation of resistant organisms from the community and long-term care facilities is significant, since the programs have no control over antimicrobial use in these settings. Thus, the entire concept of antimicrobial stewardship as a hospital-specific endeavor may rapidly become outmoded, as sharp delineations between infections in the community, long-term care facilities, and acute-care hospitals begin to blur. The fragmented nature of the American health care system portends difficulties in creating comprehensive antimicrobial stewardship programs among the different levels of care (community, long-term care facility, and hospital). However, such approaches might be pursued in certain integrated health care systems (e.g., the Veterans Affairs system and the Kaiser Permanente system). Balancing local autonomy against the need for a systematic approach to antimicrobial stewardship will become even more challenging as the scope of antimicrobial stewardship programs expands.

**Development and Spread of Computerized Order-Entry and Decision Support Systems**

Health care quality improvement organizations such as the Leapfrog Group have encouraged the development of computer technology in hospitals and health care systems (92). Technologies such as computerized physician order entry and electronic medical records are becoming more prevalent, increasing the opportunities for computer-assisted antimicrobial stewardship strategies. However, simply adding a system such as computerized physician order entry does not guarantee that it will be a useful component of an antimicrobial stewardship program. The computer system must be designed with functionalities that can be leveraged by the antimicrobial stewardship team or must be flexible enough to allow reprogramming (usually at significant effort) to incorporate such features. The experience with computerized systems has not always been good: Cedars-Sinai, a large tertiary-care medical center, actually discontinued their custom-built computerized physician order entry system due to protests from physicians (30). The physicians complained that the program was cumbersome and slowed delivery of patient care. Since incorporation of antimicrobial stewardship programs into computerized physician order entry programs would likely add steps to the ordering process (screens with guidelines, notification of restricted status of an antimicrobial, etc.), such programs should be carefully designed and user-tested before implementation.
Despite these difficulties, computerized clinical decision support systems have been shown to improve processes of care (53). Their expansion into routine clinical use seems likely, and antimicrobial stewardship programs would be well served to position themselves as high-priority users of any system implemented at an institution. In turn, stewardship committees need to commit their time and expertise to help develop the program, particularly in deriving the rules and algorithms used in the decision support software. Although there are commercially available programs that provide decision support in infectious diseases, they should be customized to fit the individual institution’s practices and needs. Thus, although computerized expert systems may allow the automation of some of the processes of stewardship strategies, they are not a replacement for the institution’s stewardship personnel.

Antimicrobial Use Surveillance and Benchmarking Locally and Nationally

Another consequence of the computerization of the health care environment is the increasing availability of digitally encoded billing and dispensing data. Extracting antimicrobial use data from these databases would allow monitoring, possibly even in real time, of antimicrobial use within an institution. Such data would be valuable for monitoring the effects of stewardship interventions and for identifying areas (e.g., specific antimicrobials, hospital locations, and clinical services) that require special attention (100). Another use for antimicrobial utilization data is in cross-institutional benchmarking. Hospitals often compare themselves to similar institutions as part of quality improvement initiatives. Comparing standardized measures of antimicrobial use across hospitals should allow hospitals to determine where they stand in comparison to their peer institutions (12). These data can be fed back to the antimicrobial stewardship program in order to provide another marker of program outcomes.

Important methodological issues remain, such as standardizing the units of measurement of antimicrobials (e.g., defined daily doses) and determining what hospital demographic factors should be used to determine hospital similarity (teaching status, number of admissions, number of surgeries, etc.). Efforts in health care informatics should make it possible so that in the near future every hospital can measure its own antimicrobial use, track its changes in antimicrobial use and resistance over time, compare itself to similar institutions, and provide data to regional and national databases to allow large-scale tracking of trends.

CONCLUSION AND RECOMMENDATIONS

National and international organizations have recognized the growing problem of antimicrobial resistance and have published recommendations to combat this problem (28, 40, 164). Although resistance is a worldwide concern, it is first and foremost a local problem: selection for and amplification of resistant members of a species are occurring in individual hospitals (and communities), which can then spread worldwide (117, 118). Thus, it will take a widespread effort at the individual institutional level to impact antimicrobial usage and, by extension (hopefully!), antimicrobial resistance. Commitment to implementation of antimicrobial stewardship programs must come from the highest levels of hospital administration, along with a willingness to invest resources in program development. Fortunately, most published studies indicate that antimicrobial stewardship programs generally at least cover their costs and may provide significant cost savings through reduction in drug costs, providing financial incentive to bottom-line wary administrators. With improved quantification of the economic costs of antimicrobial resistance, programs that can demonstrate a reduction in antimicrobial resistance will also be able to highlight the cost savings through avoidance of resistance (75, 138).

Once a commitment to establishing an antimicrobial stewardship program is made, program personnel need to be put into place. A physician specializing in infectious diseases should be chosen to lead the program. This may be a consultant with hospital privileges at a community hospital or a faculty member at a university hospital; in either case the practitioner should be compensated for the time committed to the program. This physician should lead an antimicrobial stewardship committee, which may double as the hospital’s formulary subcommittee for antimicrobials. Appropriate personnel from the microbiology, infection control, and pharmacy departments should sit on the committee. Including physician leaders from services that are high-volume users of antimicrobials (e.g., transplant, hematology/oncology, and surgery) may increase acceptance of the program’s initiatives.

The committee then needs to decide what strategies their program will use to improve antimicrobial use. This decision should take into account the size of the hospital, intensity of antimicrobial use in the patient population, sophistication of the hospital information systems, and personnel available (or available funds for new personnel). Passive educational strategies are easiest to implement but often ineffective. Restriction strategies are effective at controlling use but raise issues of prescriber autonomy and require a large personnel commitment. Review and feedback strategies are promising but also usually require dedicated personnel. Leveraging the hospital’s computer systems to assist in antimicrobial control efforts requires sophisticated extant systems or large capital investment. Antibiotic cycling is an attractive but unproven strategy that may be appropriate if antimicrobial use and resistance problems are concentrated in the intensive care unit setting. Whatever the choice of strategies, the involvement of all affected parties (hospital physicians, pharmacists, etc.) should be sought early in the process to ensure acceptance and ownership of the program.

To prevent regression to the preantimicrobial state of nature, antimicrobial resistance must be recognized as a significant problem and efforts undertaken to halt its growth. Although many measures may impact on antimicrobial resistance, reducing the use of antimicrobials to only those situations where they are warranted, at the proper dose and for the proper duration, is the most parsimonious solution. Hospitals, as the primary incubators of antimicrobial-resistant pathogens, carry the highest responsibility for proper stewardship of our antimicrobial resources. Further well-designed studies of the effects of antimicrobial stewardship strategies should help hospitals decide which strategies are most effective and appropriate for their institution.


